
Creating fact-filled posters

Listen to marketing editor Lucy Raby explain the tasks and find  
out some of her favourite facts from our Beginners series: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Drsto4iZw0&feature=youtu.be

We’d love to see your posters. Why not ask your  
parent or guardian to share them on social media  

and tag Usborne Books at Home in them. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Drsto4iZw0&feature=youtu.be


Beginners On the beach 

We all know that beaches are really important, and sadly we know that lots of beaches are being spoilt 
by humans by rubbish and waste and lots of plastic.

Using the information in the extracts below from the book On the beach, create a poster entitled 

‘SAVE OUR BEACHES’ 
Your poster should have lots of pictures on it and some clear reasons why we should look after our 
beaches and take our litter home with us.

Things to think about:

• What creatures and plants live on the beach? How might litter be a problem for them?

• What can we learn about the world around us from visiting a beach? Which animals would you love 

to see and keep safe?

• What would happen to the creatures in a rock pool if there was litter there?

• What do you think would happen if we damaged the beach plants?

• Why is litter a problem for the beach birds? Think about the way they eat.



There’s lots more information about beaches and the animals that live on them in 
Usborne Quicklinks: On the Beach | Usborne Publishing



Beginners Otters 

Otters are amazing animals that are incredibly intelligent and very resourceful. Using the information in 
the extracts below from the book Otters, create a poster that shares at least 5 key facts about otters.

Things to think about:

• What new facts have you learned from the extracts about otters that you didn’t know before?

• How do otters eat?

• Where do otters live?

• How quickly do otters learn important skills like swimming?

• How do otters like to spend their time?



Hungry otters on page 8

There are lots more facts about otters on Usborne Quicklinks, including a very cute baby  
otter video: Otters | Usborne Publishing



Beginners Penguins 

Penguins are amazing animals that have adapted to live in some of the most difficult climates in the 
world. Using the information in the extracts below from the book Penguins, create a poster that shares 
at least 5 key facts about penguins.

Things to think about:

• What new facts have you learned from the extracts about penguins that you didn’t know before?

• What do you learn about baby penguins?

• How do penguins like to spend their time?

• How do penguins talk to each other?

• What tricks have penguins learned to make their lives easier?



There are lots more facts about penguins on Usborne Quicklinks, including a video of baby  
penguins learning to swim: Penguins | Usborne Publishing


